We consider a notion of probabilistic rank and probabilistic signrank of a matrix, which measures the extent to which a matrix can be probabilistically represented by low-rank matrices. We demonstrate several connections with matrix rigidity, communication complexity, and circuit lower bounds, such as: The Walsh-Hadamard Transform is Not Very Rigid. We give surprising upper bounds on the rigidity of a family of matrices whose rigidity has been extensively studied, and was conjectured to be highly rigid. For the 2 n × 2 n Walsh-Hadamard transform H n (a.k.a. Sylvester matrices, a.k.a. the communication matrix of Inner Product modulo 2), we show how to modify only 2 εn entries in each row and make the rank of H n drop below 2 n(1−Ω(ε 2 /log(1/ε ))) , for all small ε > 0, over any eld. That is, arithmetic circuit lower bounds on Hadamard matrices such as H n do not follow from L. Valiant's matrix rigidity approach. We also show non-trivial rigidity upper bounds for H n with smaller target rank. Matrix Rigidity and Threshold Circuit Lower Bounds. We give new consequences of rigid matrices for Boolean circuit complexity. First, we show that explicit n × n Boolean matrices which maintain rank at least 2 (log n) 1−δ after n 2 2 (log n) δ /2 modi ed entries (over any eld, for any δ > 0) would yield an explicit function that does not have sub-quadratic-size AC 0 circuits with two layers of arbitrary linear threshold gates. Second, we prove that explicit 0/1 matrices over R which are modestly more rigid than the best known rigidity lower bounds for sign-rank would imply exponential-gate lower bounds for the infamously di cult class of depth-two linear threshold circuits with arbitrary weights on both layers (LTF • LTF). In particular, we show that matrices de ned by these seeminglydi cult circuit classes actually have low probabilistic rank and sign-rank, respectively. An Equivalence Among Communication, Probabilistic Rank, and Rigidity. It has been known since Razborov [1989] that explicit rigidity lower bounds would resolve longstanding lower-bound * Supported by NSF DGE-114747. Work performed while the author was a PhD student in the Computer Science Department at Stanford University. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. problems in communication complexity, but it seemed possible that communication lower bounds could be proved without making progress on matrix rigidity. We show that for every function f which is randomly self-reducible in a natural way (the inner product mod 2 is an example), bounding the communication complexity of f (in a precise technical sense) is equivalent to bounding the rigidity of the matrix of f , via an equivalence with probabilistic rank.
INTRODUCTION
Let R be a ring. In analogy with the notion of a probabilistic polynomial, we de ne a probabilistic matrix over R to be a distribution of matrices M ⊂ R n×n . A probabilistic matrix M computes a matrix A ∈ R n×n with error ε > 0 if for every entry (i, In this way, a probabilistic matrix is a worst-case randomized representation of a xed matrix. A probabilistic matrix M has rank r if the maximum rank of a M ∼ M is r .
We de ne the ε-probabilistic rank of a matrix M ∈ R n×n to be the minimum rank of a probabilistic matrix computing M with error ε. Such probabilistic matrices are of interest and potentially very useful, because some full rank matrices can be represented by probabilistic matrices of rather low rank. For example, every identity matrix has ε-probabilistic rank O(1/ε) over any eld, by simulating a protocol for EQUALITY using log(1/ε) + O(1) communication that computes random inner products (cf. Theorem D.2).
We began studying probabilistic rank in the hopes of better understanding the use of probabilistic polynomials in algorithm design. Recent work has shown how substituting low-degree probabilistic polynomials in place of common subroutines can be very useful for speeding up the best known running times for many core problems [Wil14a, Wil14b, AWY15, AW15, ACW16, LPT + 17]. However, almost every algorithmic application ends up embedding the lowdegree polynomial evaluation problem in a fast multiplication of two low-rank (rectangular) matrices. That is, this algorithmic work is really using the fact that that various circuits and subroutines from core algorithms have low probabilistic rank, and is applying lowrank representations to obtain an algorithmic speedup. Because "low probabilistic rank" is potentially a far broader notion than that of "low-degree probabilistic polynomials", it makes more sense to study probabilistic rank directly, in the hopes of nding stronger algorithmic applications.
In this paper, we consider complexity-theoretic aspects of probabilistic rank. We demonstrate how probabilistic rank can help understand the age-old problem of matrix rigidity, and some models of communication complexity where knowledge is still sparse.
Matrix Rigidity. A central part of our paper connects the probabilistic rank of a matrix to its rigidity. The rank-r rigidity of a matrix A ∈ R n×n , denoted by R A (r ), is the minimum Hamming distance from A to an n ×n matrix of rank r over R. That is, R A (r ) is the number of entries of A that must be modi ed in order for the rank to drop to r . (Sometimes we'll want to work over a particular eld K; in that case we'll speak of "R A (r ) over K. ") Matrix rigidity was introduced by Leslie Valiant [Val77] in 1977, as a path towards arithmetic circuit lower bounds for linear transformations. Valiant showed that for a eld F, and every linear transformation T : F n → F n computable by a circuit of O(n) addition gates of bounded fanin (with scalar multiplications on the wires) and O(log n) depth, R T (O(n/log log n)) ≤ n 1+ε , for every xed ε > 0. Thus to prove a circuit lower bound for T , it su ces to lower bound the rigidity of T for rank O(n/log log n). Valiant proved that random 0/1 matrices over a eld are highly rigid (whp), and strong rigidity lower bounds are known when one allows exponential (or in nite) precision in the matrix entries [Lok06, KLPS14] . However, no explicit rigid matrices T with (say) R T (O(n/log log n)) > n 1.0001 are known 1 , despite decades of e ort (see the surveys [Cod00, Lok09] and the recent work [GT16] ). The best known lower bounds for explicit M yield only R M (r ) ≥ Ω( n 2 r · log(n/r )) [Fri93, SSS97] , and Lokam [Lok00] argues that known methods ("untouched minor arguments") cannot prove rigidity lower bounds larger than this. Very recently, Goldreich and Tal showed an improved "semi-explicit" rigidity lower bound: for random n × n Toeplitz matrices M, they proved that R M (r ) ≥ Ω( n 3 r 2 log n ) whp, when rank r ≥ √ n [GT16] (note that such matrices can be generated withÕ(n) bits of randomness). In 1989, Razborov [Raz89] (see also [Wun12] ) described a connection between matrix rigidity and communication complexity: Letting f be a function in PH cc (the communication complexity equivalent of the polynomial-time hierarchy), the 2 n × 2 n communication matrix M f of f has R M f (2 log c (n/ε ) ) ≤ ε · 4 n , where ε > 0 is arbitrary and c > 0 is a constant depending only on f , but not n. (Razborov's proof uses low-degree polynomials which approximate AC 0 functions.) Thus, explicit rigidity lower bounds in the "low" rank and "high" error setting would imply long-open communication lower bounds. Among the many attempts to prove arithmetic circuit lower bounds via rigidity, perhaps the most commonly studied explicit matrix has been the Walsh-Hadamard transform [PS88, Alo90, Gri, Nis, KR98, Cod00, Lok01, LTV03, Mid05, dW06, Ras16]:
De nition 1.1. For vectors x, ∈ R d , let x, denote their inner product. Let 1 , . . . , 2 n ∈ {0, 1} n be the enumeration of all n-bit vectors in lexicographical order. The Walsh-Hadamard matrix H n is the 2 n × 2 n matrix de ned by H n ( i , j ) := (−1) i , j .
It was believed that H n is rigid because its rows are mutually orthogonal (i.e., H n is Hadamard), so in several of the above references, only that property was assumed of the matrices. The best rigidity lower bounds known for H n have the form R H n (r ) ≥ Ω(4 n /r ); for the target rank r = O(2 n /log n) in Valiant's problem, the lower bound is only Ω(2 n log n). It was a folklore theorem that one can modify only O(n) entries of an n × n Hadamard matrix and make its rank at most n/2 [Lok14], but it was believed that for lower rank many more entries would require modi cation.
Hadamard Ain't So Rigid. We give a good excuse for the weakness of these lower bounds:
For every eld K, for every su ciently small ε > 0, and for all n, we have R H n 2 n−f (ε )n ≤ 2 n(1+ε ) over K, for a function f where
In fact, we show a strong non-rigidity upper bound: by modifying at most 2 εn entries in each row of H n , the rank of H n drops to 2 n−f (ε )n . That is, the usual matrix rigidity approach to arithmetic circuit lower bounds does not apply to Hadamard matrices such as the Walsh-Hadamard transform. We would have required lower bounds of the form R H n (2 n /(log n)) ≥ 2 n(1+ε ) for some ε > 0 to obtain circuit lower bounds; the upper bound of Theorem 1.2 shows this is impossible. The proof is in Section 3. (But please see the conclusion of this paper for a potential loophole, pointed out to us by Pavel Pudlák. Brie y, Valiant's transformation from arithmetic circuits to non-rigid matrices can yield a somewhat specialized decomposition. Thus it is still possible that one might derive arithmetic circuit lower bounds for Walsh-Hadamard by considering this more stringent rigidity notion.)
We do not (yet) believe that the Walsh-Hadamard transform has O(2 n )-size O(n)-depth circuits; a more appropriate conclusion is that rigidity in itself does not adequately capture the lower bound problem in this case. Having said that, Theorem 1.2 does imply new circuit constructions: it follows that there is a depth-two unbounded fan-in arithmetic circuit for the Walsh-Hadamard transform with 2 n+O (ε log(1/ε ))n + 2 2n−Ω(ε 2 n) gates; setting ε > 0 appropriately, we have a 4 δ n -size circuit for some δ < 1.
We also show non-trivial rigidity upper bounds for H n in the regime that would be useful for communication complexity, where the rigidity is much closer to 4 n . T 1.3 (N R H M , P II). For every integer r ∈ [2 2n ], one can modify at most 2 2n /r entries of H n and obtain a matrix of rank (n/ln(r )) O ( √ n log(r )) .
See Appendix A for the proof. While the product of rank and rigidity (a natural measure) of H n is only known to be at least Ω(4 n ), Theorem 1.3 provides an upper bound of 4 n ·n O √ n log(r ) /r , which is not small enough to refute the conjectured rigidity lower bounds required for communication complexity applications. But as we show later, these upper bounds still have non-trivial consequences for the communication complexity of IP2.
New Applications of Explicit Rigid Matrices. Rigidity has been studied primarily for its connections to communication complexity and to lower bounds on arithmetic circuits computing linear transformations. We show new implications of constructing explicit rigid matrices for Boolean circuit complexity.
First, we show how explicit rigidity lower bounds would yield Boolean circuit lower bounds where only somewhat weak results are known: T 1.4. Let K be an arbitrary eld, and {M n } be a family of Boolean matrices such that (a) M n is n ×n, (b) there is a poly(log n) time algorithm A such that A(n, i, j) prints M n (i, j), and (c) there is a δ > 0 such that for in nitely many n,
• LTF circuits of n 2−ε -size and o(log n/log log n)-depth, for all ε > 0.
The theorem is obtained by giving non-trivial probabilistic rank bounds for such circuits, building on Lokam [Lok01] . Therefore, proving rigidity (or probabilistic rank) lower bounds for explicit 0/1 matrices over a eld K would imply nearly-quadratic size lower bounds for AC 0 • LTF • AC 0 • LTF circuits of unbounded depth, a powerful class of Boolean circuits. (The best known lower bounds are that functions in the huge class E NP do not have such circuits [ACW16] .) See Appendix C for these results.
Sign-Rank Rigidity. The sign rank of a −1/1 matrix M is the lowest rank of a matrix N such that sign(
for all (i, j). Lower bounds on the sign-rank of matrices were used 15 years ago to prove exponential lower bounds against LTF • MAJ and LTF • SYM circuits [For02, FKL + 01], i.e. restricted versions of depth-two threshold circuits. We extend the sign-rank connection to a circuit class for which strong lower bounds have long been open: explicit matrices with high rigidity under sign-rank would imply strong depth-two threshold circuit lower bounds. (Here, signrank rigidity is de ned in the natural way, with "rank" replaced with "sign-rank" in the rigidity de nition.)
A corollary of a theorem of Razborov and Sherstov [RS10] (see Appendix D) is that for all n, H n has sign-rank r -rigidity at least Ω(4 n /r ), just as in the case of normal rank rigidity. We show that even a somewhat minor improvement would already imply exponential-size lower bounds for depth-two linear threshold circuits with unbounded weights on both layers, a problem open for decades [HMP + 93, KW16]: T 1.5. Suppose the sign rank r -rigidity of H n is Ω(4 n /r .999 ) for some rank bound r ≥ 2 α n and some α > 0. Then the Inner Product Modulo 2 requires 2 Ω(n) -size LTF • LTF circuits. Theorem D.6 gives a more general statement. Under the hood is an upper bound: matrices de ned by small LTF • LTF circuits have low probabilistic sign-rank: for every such circuit of s gates, viewing its truth table as a 2 n/2 × 2 n/2 matrix, there is a distribution of O(s 2 n 2 /ε)-rank matrices which sign-represent the truth table in a worst-case probabilistic way with error ε.
Rigidity, Communication, and Probabilistic Rank: An Equivalence. Probabilistic rank arises very naturally in studying generalized models of communication complexity. For a Boolean function f : {0, 1} n × {0, 1} n → {0, 1}, let M f be the 2 n × 2 n truth table matrix of f with M f [x, ] = f (x, ) for all x, . The following correspondence between probabilistic rank and communication complexity is immediate (one could even take the proposition as a de nition of BP · MOD m P communication complexity). P 1.6. Let m > 1 be an integer, let f : {0, 1} n × {0, 1} n → {0, 1}, and let M f be its truth table matrix. The BP · MOD m P communication complexity of f with error ε equals the (base-2) logarithm of the ε-probabilistic rank of M f over Z m (within additive constants).
Similarly, AM (Arthur-Merlin communication complexity) is equivalent to probabilistic Boolean rank.
It's easy to see that if a matrix has ε-probabilistic rank r , then its rank-r rigidity is at most ε2 2n ; thus rigidity lower bounds imply communication lower bounds. But conversely, it seems easier to prove lower bounds on probabilistic rank compared to rigidity: with probabilistic rank, we need to rule out a "distribution" of erroneous matrix entries which are required to "spread the errors" around; with rigidity, we have to rule out any adversarial choice of bad entries.
We show (in Appendix G) that for every randomly self-reducible function f : {0, 1} 2n → R in which the self-reduction makes k nonadaptive queries, low rigidity implies low probabilistic rank: the ε-probabilistic rank of its corresponding matrix is at most (kr ) k if its rank-r rigidity is at most ε ·4 n . Thus there is a strong relationship between ε-probabilistic rank (and communication complexity, by Proposition 1.6) and the rank for which the rigidity is an ε-fraction of the matrix. For the Walsh-Hadamard transform, we prove (in Section 4) that the probabilistic rank of H n and the rigidity of H n are equivalent concepts over elds: T 1.7. For every eld K and for every n, R H n (r ) ≤ ε · 4 n over K if and only if H n has ε-probabilistic rank r over K.
The matrices H n represent the communication matrices of the widely-studied Inner Product Modulo 2 (IP2) function. By Proposition 1.6, the BP · MOD p P communication complexity of IP2 and the rigidity of H n over F p are really equivalent concepts. Applying this theorem, our earlier rigidity upper bounds also imply some modest but interesting improvements on communication complexity protocols. From the rigidity upper bound of Theorem 1.3, we obtain a communication protocol for IP2 with O( n log(1/ε) log( n log(1/ε ) )) bits and error ε in the BP · MOD p P communication model, for every prime p. (Aaronson and Wigderson gave an MA protocol for IP with O( √ n log(n/ε)) communication complexity and error
; ours is more e cient for ε 1/2 √ log n .) Applying Theorem 1.2 yields an IP2 protocol with n(1 − Ω(ε 2 /log(1/ε))) communication and only 1/2 n−εn error. We are skeptical that our rigidity upper bounds for H n are tight; we hope these results will aid future work (to prove rigidity upper bounds, one only has to think about communication protocols for IP2).
Related Work
Besides the many references already mentioned earlier, there are a few other related works we know of. Toggle Rank. By Yao's minimax principle [Yao83] , BP · MOD m P communication complexity (randomized communication with "counting modulo m" power) equals worst-case distributional MOD m P communication complexity. In matrix terms, putting an arbitrary distribution P on the pairs {0, 1} n × {0, 1} n , the worst-case ε-distributional complexity of M is the lowest rank (over Z m ) of a 2 n × 2 n matrix N with error ||M − N || ≤ ε over P. Wunderlich [Wun12] calls this rank notion the approximate toggle rank. Proposition 1.6 shows that probabilistic rank and approximate toggle rank are very closely related, but they are not the same as the usual rigidity concept, which corresponds to the uniform distribution on pairs. For structured functions like IP2, we prove (Theorem 1.7) that the uniform distribution is the worst case. 
sign-rank rigidity at most ε2 2n over R, and prove a lower bound on the correlation of signs of sparse polynomials (taken as a proxy for low-rank sign-matrices) with IP2. That is, they prove a weak sign-rank rigidity lower bound (note Razborov and Sherstov prove an analogous lower bound for sign-rank rigidity of IP2; see Appendix D). Our results have two consequences for this sort of approach. First, Theorem D.1 shows that a sign-rank rigidity lower bound would prove something much stronger: a lower bound for depthtwo threshold circuits computing IP2, a longstanding open problem. Second, our non-trivial upper bounds on the rank rigidity of the IP2 matrix (which is H n ) suggest that IP2 may have much lower sign-rank rigidity than expected. Sign-Rank Rigidity and Margin Complexity. Linial and Shraibman [LS09] prove (in our terminology) that the sign-rank rigidity of an n × n matrix A is at most εn 2 for target rank O(mc(A) 2 log(1/ε)), where mc(A) is the "margin complexity" of A. Thus the margin complexity of a matrix can be used to upper bound sign-rank rigidity. They also study a rigidity notion based on mc, conjecture that high mc implies high margin-complexity rigidity, and show that high margin-complexity also implies communication complexity lower bounds (for similar parameters as the usual rank-rigidity). Approximate Rank. A di erent "approximating" rank notion has been studied in [BdW01, KS10, ALSV13] , with connections to quantum computing and approximation algorithms. The ε-approximate rank of M ∈ R n×n is the lowest rank of a matrix A such that ||M − A|| ∞ ≤ ε. That is, we can obtain one matrix from the other by perturbing each entry by at most ε > 0. The appropriate analogy here seems to be that probabilistic polynomials are to probabilistic rank, as ∞ -approximate polynomials are to approximate rank:
both are natural generalizations of polynomial representations to matrix representations, with di erent properties.
PRELIMINARIES
We assume basic familiarity with complexity theory. For circuit complexity, we use C • D to denote depth-two circuits where the output gate is of type C and the "hidden" layer is of type D, e.g., LTF•LTF denotes "depth-two linear threshold circuits", LTF•MOD 2 denotes "linear threshold function of parities", etc. For variables x 1 , . . . , x n , we use ì x to denote (x 1 , . . . , x n ), and for ì x ∈ {0, 1} n , we use | ì x | = i x i to denote its Hamming weight. We use the Iverson bracket [P] : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} to denote the Boolean function which outputs 1 if and only if property P is true of the n inputs. Below we describe some basic properties relating probabilistic polynomials, probabilistic rank, and rigidity.
De nition 2.1. Let R be any ring, and f : {0, 1} 2n → R be any function on 2n Boolean variables. The truth table matrix M f of f is the 2 n × 2 n matrix given by
where 1 , . . . , 2 n ∈ {0, 1} n is the enumeration of all n-bit vectors in lexicographical order.
Given the above de nition, it is natural to de ne the probabilistic rank of a function:
De nition 2.2. The ε-probabilistic rank of a Boolean-input function f : {0, 1} 2n → R is the ε-probabilistic rank of its truth table matrix M f . The rank of f and the rigidity of f are de ned similarly.
De nition 2.3 (Razborov [Raz87] , Smolensky [Smo87] ). Let R be a ring, and let f : {0, 1} n → R. A probabilistic polynomial for f with error ε and degree d is a distribution P on polynomials p : {0, 1} n → R of degree at most d such that for every x ∈ {0, 1} n ,
We may similarly refer to a probabilistic polynomial with m monomials.
The following simple mapping from sparse polynomials to lowrank matrices is very useful: L 2.4. Let R be any ring, and f : {0, 1} 2n → R. Let p : R 2n → R be a polynomial with m monomials such that p(x, ) = f (x, ) for any x, ∈ {0, 1} n . Then the rank of f is at most m.
denotes the outer product of vectors. Thus rank(M f ) ≤ m.
As a corollary, the probabilistic rank of f is at most the sparsity of a probabilistic polynomial for f : C 2.5. Let R be any ring, and f : {0, 1} 2n → R. If f has a probabilistic polynomial P with at most m monomials and error ε, then the ε-probabilistic rank of f is at most m.
P
. Let p be a polynomial in the support of the distribution P. Since p has at most m monomials, by Lemma 2.4 the truth table matrix M p of p (restricted to the domain {0, 1} 2n ) has rank at most m. The distribution of M p over p drawn from P is therefore an ε-
By drawing a 'typical' matrix from the probabilistic rank distribution, we can always obtain a matrix rigidity upper bound from a sparse probabilistic polynomial. C 2.6. Let R be any ring, and f : {0, 1} 2n → R be any function on 2n Boolean variables. If f has a probabilistic polynomial P with at most m monomials and error ε, then one can modify ε2 2n entries of the truth table matrix M f and obtain a matrix of rank at most m.
NON-RIGIDITY OF WALSH-HADAMARD
Now we turn to proving that the Walsh-Hadamard matrices are not rigid. Reminder of Theorem 1.2 For every eld K, for every su ciently small ε > 0, and for all n, we have R H n 2 n−f (ε )n ≤ 2 n(1+ε ) over K, for a function f where f (ε) = Θ(ε 2 /log(1/ε)).
For a vector ∈ {0, 1} n , let | | be the number of ones in . Let
We will need some estimates of binomial coe cients. For ε ∈ (0, 1/2):
Equation (1) is standard; equation (2) follows from standard tail bounds on the binomial distribution. In particular, the probability that a uniform random bit string has at most (1/2 − ε)n ones is at most 2 −c 1 ε 2 n and at least 2 −c 2 ε 2 n , for universal constants c 1 , c 2 > 0. Our rst (simple) lemma uses a polynomial to compute a large fraction of H n 's entries with a low-rank matrix. However, this fraction won't be high enough; we'll need another idea to "correct" many entries later. L 3.1. For every eld K, and for every ε ∈ (0, 1/2), there is a multilinear polynomial p(x 1 , . . . , x n , 1 , . . . , n ) over K with at most 2 n−Ω(ε 2 n) monomials, such that for all ì x, ì ∈ {0, 1} n with
The proof uses properties of multivariate polynomial interpolation over the integers. To be concrete, we will apply the following lemma from one of our previous papers:
For any integers n, r , k with n ≥ r + k and any integers c 1 , . . . , c r , there is a multivariate polynomial p : {0, 1} n → Z of degree r − 1 with integer coe cients such that p(z) = c i for all ì z ∈ {0, 1} n with Hamming weight |ì z| = k + i.
Intuitively, Lemma 3.2 is true because the dimension of the space of degree-(r − 1) polynomials in n variables is large enough that we can always construct a polynomial with the desired constraints. P L 3.1. By Lemma 3.2 with k = 2εn − 1, r = (1/2 − ε)n + 1, and c i = (−1) k +i , one can construct a multivariate polynomial q : {0, 1} n → Z with integer coe cients, of degree (1/2 − ε)n, such that for all ì z ∈ {0, 1} n with |ì z| ∈ [2εn, (1/2 + ε)n],
we have q(ì z) = (−1) | ì z | . Since the prime sub eld of every eld K is either Q or F m for some prime m, and q has integer coe cients, q can be viewed as a polynomial over K (by taking the coe cients modulo m if appropriate). Then our desired polynomial is
We can upper-bound the number of monomials in p as follows. First, since we only care about the value of p on {0, 1} 2n , we can make p multilinear by applying the equation 2 = to all variables. Second, observe that for all i = 1, . . . , n, x i and i appear in exactly the same monomials. So if we introduce a variable z i in place of each x i · i in p, the number of monomials in our new n-variate polynomial p equals the number of monomials in p.
Since p is multilinear and degree (1/2 − ε)n + 1, the number of monomials is at most n n (1/2−ε )n+1 , which by (2) is at most 2 n−c 2 ε 2 n for some constant c 2 > 0.
Our second lemma says: xing a vector x with about 1/2 ones, there is a strong upper bound the number of vectors which has about 1/2 ones but has small (integer) inner product with x; we'll use this to upper bound the number of erroneous entries at the very end. L 3.3. For every vector x ∈ {0, 1} n with |x | ∈ [(1/2 − a)n, (1/2 + a)n], and any parameters a, b ∈ (0, 1/5), the probability that a uniformly random vector from {0, 1} n satis es both
The usual toolbox of small-deviation estimates does not seem to yield the lemma; we give a direct proof.
P
. For all x of the above form, every k ∈ [(1/2 − a)n, (1/2 + a)n], and every s ≤ bn, we count the number of ∈ {0, 1} n with | | = k and n k =1 (1/2 + a)n s
Recall that if
, and if
. Inequality (3) therefore follows since s ≤ bn < 1 2 (1/2 + a)n and k − s ≥ (1/2 − a − b)n > 1 2 (1/2 + a)n whenever 0 < a, b < 1/5. Let (n) = (2an + 1) · (bn + 1). Simplifying further, the above expression is at most
where f (a, b) = (1/2 + a)(4b log(1/2b) + (8a + 4b) log(1/(4a + 2b))).
Our third lemma is a simple linear-algebraic observation: given a low-rank matrix M that computes another matrix N on all but a small number of rows and columns, N must also have relatively low rank. L 3.4. Let M be a matrix of rank r which is equal to M except in at most k columns and rows. Then the rank of M is at most r + k + .
. We will start with M , and add at most k + rank-one matrices to M so that it equals M.
Consider a column c on which M does not equal M . We can add to M a correction matrix C c given by
Then, M +C c equals M on column c, and is unchanged in any other column. Moreover, since C c is only nonzero on a single column, it has rank one. So all we have to do is add the correction matrix C c for each column c on which M and M di er. The rows of M can be corrected analogously. C 3.5. Let T be any 2 n × 2 n matrix. Let a ∈ (0, 1/2), and let M be a 2 n × 2 n matrix of rank r , indexed by n-bit vectors. There is a 2 n × 2 n matrix M of rank at most r + 4 · n · 2 n−Ω(a 2 n) such that M ( i , j ) = T ( i , j ) on all i , j ∈ {0, 1} n where at least one of the following holds:
by (2). Applying Lemma 3.4 to M and M with k and set to 2 · n · 2 n−Ω(a 2 n) , the result follows.
Let us outline how we'll use all of the above. First, we construct a matrix M of rank about 2 n−Ω(ε 2 n) approximating H n , using the polynomial from Lemma 3.1 in a straightforward way. This matrix M has far more erroneous entries than what we desire. But by Lemma 3.3, we can infer that the errors in M are highly concentrated on a relatively small number of rows and columns. Applying Corollary 3.5, the rows and columns can be "corrected" in a way that increases the rank of M by only 2 n−Ω(ε 2 n) . By Lemma 3.3, each row of the matrix left over will have 2 O (ε log(1/ε )n) erroneous entries. P T 1.2. In fact, we prove that one only has to modify 2 O (ε log(1/ε )n) entries in each row of H n , to obtain the desired rank.
Let ε > 0 be given. By Lemma 3.1, there is a polynomial p(x, ) in 2n variables with m = 2 n−Ω(ε 2 n) monomials which computes (−1) x, correctly, on all (x, ) ∈ {0, 1} 2n such that x, ∈ [2εn, (1/2 + ε)n].
Construct a 2 n ×2 n matrix M of rank m as in Corollary 2.4, so that M(x, ) = p(x, ). By de nition, M equals H n on all (x, ) ∈ {0, 1} 2n satisfying x, ∈ [2εn, (1/2 + ε)n].
Applying Corollary 3.5 to M with T = H n and a = ε, we obtain a matrix M of rank m + 4 · n · 2 n−Ω(ε 2 n) which is correct on all (x, ) where either
Fix a row of H n indexed by x ∈ {0, 1} n with |x | ∈ [(1/2 − ε)n, (1/2 + ε)n] (note the other rows are already correct). To show that M di ers from H n on a small number of entries, we need to bound the number of such that none of the above conditions hold, i.e.,
(1) | | ∈ [(1/2 − ε)n, (1/2 + ε)n] and (2) x, [2εn, (1/2 + ε)n].
Note for our given x, it is never true that x, > (1/2 + ε)n.
Therefore we only need to bound the number N of such that | | ∈ [(1/2−a)n, (1/2+a)n] and yet x, < 2εn. By Lemma 3.3 with a = ε and b = ε, the probability that a random satis es x, < 2εn and | | ∈ [(1/2 − ε)n, (1/2 + ε)n], is at most O(n 2 ) · 2 (f (ε,ε )−1)n , where
Now for su ciently large n and ε ∈ (0, 1/2), M has rank at most m + 4 ·n · 2 n−Ω(ε 2 n) ≤ 5n · 2 n−Ω(ε 2 n) . Furthermore, on every row, M di ers from H n in at most n 2 · 2 f (ε,ε ) ≤ 2 O (ε log(1/ε )n) entries. Other rigidity upper bounds for H n are described in Appendix A.
PROBABILISTIC RANK AND RIGIDITY: AN EQUIVALENCE
In this section, we show that the probabilistic rank of H n and the rigidity of H n are the same concept over elds. It is easy to see that if ε-probabilistic rank of H n is k over a eld K, then the rank-k rigidity of H n is at most ε2 2n over K. Exploiting the random selfreducibility of the H n function, we can show a converse: lower bounds on probabilistic rank imply proportionate rigidity lower bounds. This is of interest because probabilistic rank lower bounds appear to be fundamentally easier to prove than rigidity lower bounds.
Reminder of Theorem 1.7 For every eld K and for every n, R H n (r ) ≤ ε2 2n over K if and only if H n has ε-probabilistic rank r over K.
First let us give some de nitions. Let ⊗ denote the outer product of vectors. For vectors a ∈ K 2 n whose entries are indexed by 1 , . . . , 2 n ∈ {0, 1} n , and x, ∈ {0, 1} n , let a (x, ) denote the vector in K 2 n given by
This permutes the entries of a, then negates half of the entries. P . One direction is trivial: low probabilistic rank implies low rigidity, by simply drawing a "typical" matrix from the distribution. For the other direction, suppose a 1 , . . . , a r and b 1 , . . . , b r are vectors in K 2 n such that the 2 n × 2 n matrix
di ers from H n in at most ε2 2n entries. Pick vectors x, ∈ {0, 1} n uniformly at random, and consider the 2 n × 2 n matrix
In this form it is clear that M has rank at most r . We claim that each entry of M is equal to the corresponding entry of H n with probability at least 1 − ε, over the choice of x and , which will complete the proof. Consider a given entry M ( i , j ). It is su cient to show that if
since ( i ⊕ x, j ⊕ ) is a uniformly random pair of vectors in {0, 1} n . Suppose this is the case, meaning M( i ⊕ x, j ⊕ ) = (−1) i ⊕x, j ⊕ . Applying de nition (4) and then (5) we see that
Rearranging, we see as desired that
where the last step follows from the bilinearity of the inner product ·, · .
Therefore, proving communication lower bounds for the IP2 function against (for example) the class BP · MOD m P is equivalent to proving rigidity lower bounds for H n over the ring Z m . Applying our rigidity upper bounds for H n (Theorems 1.2 and 1.3), we obtain surprisingly low probabilistic rank bounds for H n (and therefore communication-e cient protocols as well): C 4.1. For every eld K, every su ciently small ε > 0, and all n, H n has 1/2 n(1−ε ) -probabilistic rank at most 2 n−Ω(ε 2 /log(1/ε ))n over K, and ε-probabilistic rank at most (1/ε) O ( √ n log n) .
Our reduction from rigidity to probabilistic rank in fact works for any (non-adaptive) random self-reducible function [FF93] that makes a small number of oracle calls. See Appendix G.
CONCLUSION
Our most signi cant nding is that Hadamard matrices are not as rigid as previously believed: for every ε > 0, there are in nitely many N and N × N Hadamard matrices whose rank drops below N 1−Ω(ε 2 /log(1/ε )) after modifying only N ε entries in each row. This rules out a proof of arithmetic circuit lower bounds for the DFT over Z n 2 via matrix rigidity. Our proof shows precisely how low rank-rigidity can be more powerful than low-sparsity polynomial approximations: we start with a sparse polynomial that has errors concentrated on negligibly many rows and columns, and use a simple lemma to correct most erroneous rows and columns.
Recently, Pavel Pudlák (private communication) observed that Valiant's transformation from O(n)-size O(log n)-depth arithmetic circuits to non-rigid matrices can yield a somewhat stronger property: if the linear transformation T : F n → F n is computed by such circuits, we can nd A, B ∈ F n×O (n/log log n) and n 1+ε -sparse C ∈ F n×n such that T = (A · B) + C but also A can be made n 1+ε -sparse. Curiously, our matrix decomposition based on polynomials does not appear to extend to this more stringent decomposition. Therefore it is still possible that one might prove O(n)-size O(log n)-depth arithmetic circuit lower bounds for the Walsh-Hadamard transform by considering a stronger form of matrix non-rigidity.
Are there other conjectured-to-be-rigid matrices which are not? One candidate would be the generating matrix of a good linear code over F 2 . Very recently, Goldreich [Dvi16] has reported a distribution of matrices in which most of them are the generating matrix of a good linear code that is not rigid, found by Dvir. It would be very interesting to nd an explicit code with this property. Another next natural target would be Vandermonde matrices. Given a eld F of order n, and letting be a generator of the multiplicative group F × , the n × n matrix V [i, j] := (i−1)·(j−1) also has structure that may be similarly exploitable.
Our proof that functions with small LTF • LTF circuits have low probabilistic sign-rank (Theorem D.1) e ectively shows how to randomly reduce an "inner product de ned by a LTF • LTF" to an "inner product de ned by a LTF • XOR." It seems likely that this result could have further applications (beyond what we showed). The theorem suggests the research question: is it possible to write a LTF•LTF circuit as an small "approximate-MAJORITY" of LTF•XOR circuits, i.e. a probabilistic PTF, in the sense of [ACW16] ? This would be an intriguing simulation of depth-two threshold circuits.
Another signi cant theme in this paper is the close relationship between probabilistic rank and threshold circuits, as well as rigidity. It seems likely that more algorithmic applications will be found by further study of probabilistic rank of matrices; perhaps some lower bounds can also be proved via these connections.
A RIGIDITY UPPER BOUNDS FOR HIGH ERROR
In this section, we prove upper bounds on the rigidity of the WalshHadamard transform in the regime where the error is constant, or much larger than 1/2 n ; this setting is of interest for communication complexity lower bounds.
Reminder of Theorem 1.3 For every integer r ∈ [2 2n ], one can modify at most 2 2n /r entries of H n and obtain a matrix of rank at most (n/log(r )) O ( √ n log(r )) .
The proof follows from applying an optimal-degree probabilistic polynomial for symmetric functions:
There is a probabilistic polynomial over any eld, or the integers, for any symmetric Boolean function on n variables, with error ε and degree O( n log(1/ε)).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Set ε = 1/r , and de ne the Boolean function IP2 : {0, 1} 2n → {−1, 1} by IP2(x, ) = (−1) x, for all x, ∈ {0, 1} n . We can see that H n is the truth table matrix M I P 2 .
By Corollary 2.6, it is su cient to construct a probabilistic polynomial for IP2 with error ε and (n/ln(1/ε)) O ( √ n log(1/ε )) monomials.
Consider the Boolean function PARITY (z 1 , . . . , z n ) = (−1) z 1 +···+z n for all z ∈ {0, 1} n , and note that IP2(x 1 , . . . , x n , 1 , . . . , n ) = PARITY (x 1 1 , x 2 2 , . . . , x n n ). Since PARITY is symmetric, by Theorem A.1 it has a probabilistic polynomial P of error ε and degree d = O( n log(1/ε)). Hence, the distribution of p(x 1 1 , . . . , x n n ) over p drawn from P is a probabilistic polynomial for IP2. Since we are only interested in the value of p(z) when z ∈ {0, 1} n , we can make p multilinear by applying the equation 2 = to all variables.
Then the number of monomials of p is at most
. Since in p(x 1 1 , . . . , x n n ) we are substituting in a monomial for each variable, its expansion has the same number of monomials as p, as desired.
B RIGIDITY UPPER BOUND FOR SYM-AND CIRCUITS
Here we generalize Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 to SYM • AND circuits.
In the proof of Theorem 1.2, the key property of the IP2 function required is that has the form IP2(x 1 , . . . ,
where f is a symmetric Boolean function (in our case, f computes parity). The same proof yields the following generalization:
The proof of Theorem 1.3 only requires a probabilistic polynomial construction in Corollary 2.6. Our probabilistic matrix distribution simply substitutes monomials into the probabilistic polynomial of Theorem A.1 for any symmetric function. Since each monomial can be viewed as an AND, the same argument will work for any SYM • AND circuit. T B.2. For any Boolean function f : {0, 1} 2n → R which can be written as a SYM • AND circuit with s AND gates, and for every integer r ∈ [2 2n ], one can modify 2 2n /r entries of the truth table matrix M f and obtain a matrix of rank at most (s/log r ) O ( √ s log r ) .
C EXPLICIT RIGID MATRICES AND THRESHOLD CIRCUITS
In this section, we show how explicit rigidity lower bounds would also imply circuit lower bounds where we currently only know weak results (e.g., we know that some functions in E NP do not have such circuits).
T C.1. For every δ > 0 and every AC 0 • LTF • AC 0 • LTF circuit C of size s = n 2−δ and depth d = o(log(n)/log log(n/ε)), there is a γ > 0 such that the truth table of C as a 2 n/2 × 2 n/2 matrix M C has rigidity R M C 2 n 1−γ log(1/ε ) ≤ ε2 n , for all ε ∈ (1/2 n , 1), over any eld.
Our proof will use a technique by Maciel and Therien for converting each middle layer LTF gate into an equivalent AC 0 • MAJ circuit:
.1). For every α > 0, every LTF on n inputs can be computed by a polynomial-size AC 0 • MAJ circuit where the fan-in of each MAJ gate is n 1+α and the circuit has depth O(log(1/α)).
We will also use Tarui's probabilistic polynomial for AC 0 : T C.3 ([T 93] T 3.6). Every circuit in AC 0 with depth d has a probabilistic polynomial over Z of degree O(log d (n)) and error 1/2 log O (1) (n) .
Proof of Theorem C.1. By Lemma D.4, each LTF gate in the bottom layer has ε/s-probabilistic rank O(n 2 s/ε). We will design a probabilistic polynomial for the upper AC 0 • LTF • AC 0 circuitry, which will give the desired result when composed with this probabilistic rank expression. First, each LTF gate in the middle layer has fan-in at most s = n 2−δ . Applying Theorem C.2 with α = δ /2 to each, the upper AC 0 • LTF • AC 0 circuit becomes a AC 0 • MAJ • AC 0 where each MAJ gate has fan-in at most n (2−δ )(1+δ /2) = n 2−δ 2 /2 , and the depth is still O(d).
We can now apply the probabilistic polynomial for AC 0 from Theorem C.3 with degree O(log d (n)) error 1/2 log O (1) (n) to the AC 0 circuits, and the probabilistic probabilistic polynomial for symmetric functions on n 2−δ 2 /2 bits from Theorem A.1 with error ε/s and degree O(n 1−δ 2 /4 log(s/ε)) to the MAJ gates in the middle. This results in a probabilistic polynomial of degree O(n 1−δ 2 /4 log O (d ) (n/ε)). For d = o(log(n)/log log(n/ε)), this is O(n 1−β ) for any β ∈ (0, δ 2 /4).
We can view the terms in the probabilistic rank expression for the LTF gates in the bottom layer as variables that we substitute into this probabilistic polynomial; the number of monomials in this expansion will upper bound the rank, as in Lemma 2.4. Since there are at most s such gates, and each probabilistic rank expression has O(n 2 s/ε) terms, we are substituting O(n 2 s 2 /ε) terms into our polynomial. Hence, the number of monomials will be upper bounded by
for any γ < β. This is of the desired form, where we can pick any positive value γ < δ 2 /4. The correctness follows by union bounding over all ≤ s probabilistic substitutions we make, each of which has error probability at most ε/s. From the above theorem, setting the error ε appropriately, we infer a new consequence of explicit rigid matrices: Reminder of Theorem 1.4 Let K be an arbitrary eld, and {M n } be a family of Boolean matrices such that (a) M n is n × n, (b) there is a poly(log n) time algorithm A such that A(n, i, j) prints M n (i, j), and (c) there is a δ > 0 such that for in nitely many n,
Therefore, proving strong rigidity lower bounds for explicit matrices over R has consequences for Boolean circuit complexity as well. Indeed, the desired circuit lower bounds could be derived from lower-bounding probabilistic rank.
D SIGN-RANK RIGIDITY AND DEPTH-TWO THRESHOLD CIRCUITS
Given a matrix A ∈ R n×n , its sign rank is the minimum rank of any
The ε-probabilistic sign-rank of A is de ned analogously as with probabilistic rank. We say A has sign rank r -rigidity t if a minimum of t entries of A need to be modi ed in order for A to have sign rank at most r . First, we observe (in Appendix E) that in the sign-rank setting, random -1/1 matrices are still rigid: for example, with high probability, a random -1/1 matrix has sign-rank-(n/log 2 n) rigidity at least Ω(n 2 ). Even though most -1/1 matrices have high sign-rank rigidity, we show that the truth table of a small LTF • LTF circuit is always close to a matrix of low sign-rank. For even n, we say a function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} has ε-probabilistic sign rank r if the truth table of C construed as a 2 n/2 × 2 n/2 matrix has ε-probabilistic sign-rank r . T D.1. For every function f with a LTF • LTF circuit of size s, and every ε > 0, the ε-probabilistic sign-rank of f is O(s 2 n 2 /ε). Moreover, we can sample a low-rank matrix from the distribution of matrices in 2 n/2 · poly(s, n) time.
We will prove this theorem in a few steps. Let EQ n : {0, 1} 2n → {0, 1} be the equality function, i.e., EQ n (x, x) = [x = ] (using Iverson bracket notation). Similarly, let LEQ n : {0, 1} 2n → {0, 1} be the function LEQ n (x, x) = [x ≤ ] where x and are interpreted as integers in {0, . . . , 2 n − 1}. L D.2. For every n, EQ n has ε-probabilistic rank at most O(1/ε) over any eld.
P
. We mimic a well-known randomized communication protocol for EQ n . Pick k = log 2 (1/ε) uniformly random subsets S 1 , . . . , S k ⊆ {0, 1} n , and de ne the hash functions h 1 , . . . , h k :
. Hence, the following expression equals EQ(x, ) with error probability at most ε:
When expanded out, (6) is a sum of 2 k = O(1/ε) terms of the form f (x) · ( ) for some functions f and , each of which has rank one. L D.3. For every n, LEQ n has ε-probabilistic rank at most O(n 2 /ε) over any eld.
. We express LEQ n in terms of EQ predicates which check for the rst bit in which x and di er, as
We then get the desired rank bound by replacing each EQ with the probabilistic rank expression from Lemma D.2 with error ε/n. By the union bound, all n of the EQ predicates will be correct with probability at least 1 − ε, and hence we will correctly compute LEQ n . L D.4. For all n, every linear threshold function f : {0, 1} 2n → {0, 1} has ε-probabilistic rank O(n 2 /ε).
. Since f is a linear threshold function, we can write it as f (x 1 , . . . ,
, where all i 's, w i 's, and k are reals. We want to show that the 2 n × 2 n matrix indexed by x i -assignments on the rows and i -assignments on the columns has low probabilistic rank. We will exploit the fact that the linear forms on x i 's and i 's can be preprocessed separately in a rank decomposition.
De ne a : {0, 1} n → R by a(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = n i=1 i x i , and b :
Let L be the list, sorted in increasing order, of all values of a(x) and b( ), for all x ∈ {0, 1} n and ∈ {0, 1} n . Then de ne the function α : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} n+1 where α(x) equals the earliest index of a(x) in the sorted list L, interpreted as a n + 1 bit number. De ne β : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} n+1 similarly. Then
So the ε-probabilistic rank of M f is at most that of M EQ n+1 , which we upper-bounded in Lemma D.3. Now we are ready to upper-bound the probabilistic sign-rank of depth-two threshold circuits: Proof of Theorem D.1. We interpret our LTF • LTF circuit C as a function on two groups of n/2 bits, x 1 , . . . , x n/2 , and 1 , . . . , n/2 . Let w 1 , . . . , w s , k ∈ R be the weights of the output gate, so that
for s di erent LTF functions f i . By Lemma D.4, the truth table matrix M f i of each f i has (ε/s)-probabilistic rank r = O(n 2 s/ε). Our probabilistic distribution of matrices for M C can be constructed as follows: for all i = 1, . . . , s, draw a random rank-r matrix P i from the distribution for M f i , and set
Q C has rank at most sr + 1 ≤ O(n 2 s 2 /ε) and for all (ì x, ì ), we have
Are there explicit matrices with non-trivial sign-rank rigidity? We observe that the best-known rank rigidity lower bounds for H n extend to sign-rank rigidity:
). For all n, and r ∈ [2 n/2 , 2 n ], the sign-rank-r rigidity of H n is at least Ω(4 n /r ).
. Theorem 5.1 of [RS10] gives the following lower bound on sign-rank: given any matrix A ∈ {−1, 1} n×n , suppose that all but h entries of matrixÃ have absolute value at least γ . Then
where ||A|| is the spectral norm of A. For the case of H n , if we modify h := 4 n /r entries arbitrarily, all but h entries have absolute value equal to 1. Thus sign-rank(H n ) ≥ 4 n ||H n ||n + 4 n /r .
, we have sign-rank(H n ) ≥ Ω(4 n /(2 3n/2 + 4 n /r )) ≥ Ω(2 n/2 + r ) ≥ Ω(r ).
Can the above lower bound be improved slightly? Combining the previous two theorems, it follows that any minor improvement in the above rank/rigidity trade-o would begin to imply lower bounds for LTF • LTF: T D.6. Suppose there is an α > 0 such that for in nitely many n, the sign rank r -rigidity of H n is Ω(4 n /r 1−α ), for some r ≥ ω(n 2/α s(n) 2/α ). Then the Inner Product Modulo 2 does not have LTF• LTF circuits of s(n) gates.
. Suppose the sign rank r -rigidity of H m is Ω(4 n /r 1−α ). Let ε = 1/r 1−α . It follows that the ε-probabilistic sign-rank of H n is greater than r . But for a LTF • LTF function with s gates, its matrix always has Ω(ε)-probabilistic rank O(s 2 n 2 /ε) = O(s 2 n 2 r 1−α ), by Theorem D.1. Thus we have a contradiction when O(s 2 n 2 r 1−α ) is asymptotically less than r , i.e., r = ω(n 2/α s 2/α ), corresponding to an s-gate lower bound against LTF • LTF circuits. Since H n is just a linear translation of the matrix for Inner Product Modulo 2, the proof is complete.
For instance, proving the sign-rank 2 α n -rigidity of H n is at least 4 n /2 .999α n for some α > 0 would imply exponential-gate lower bounds for depth-two threshold circuits computing IP2.
E RANDOM MATRICES ARE SIGN-RANK RIGID
The proof that random -1/1 matrices have high sign-rank rigidity follows readily from recent work:
). Let r (n) = o(n/log n). For all su ciently large n, a random n × n matrix with −1/1 entries has sign-rank-r (n) rigidity at least Ω(n 2 ), with high probability.
P
. There are 2 n 2 matrices over {−1, 1}. The number of distinct matrices with sign rank at most r is at most 2 O (r n log n) [AMY16] . For a xed matrix M, the number of matrices within Hamming distance d of M is at most O( n 2 t ). Thus the number of matrices for which up to t entries can be changed to obtain a matrix of sign rank at most r , is upper-bounded by
Suppose we set t = εn 2 . Then the above quantity is at most
For r = o(n/log n) and ε log 2 (e/ε) < 1, a random matrix is not among these matrices with high probability. Therefore a random matrix has sign rank-o(n/log n) rigidity Ω(n 2 ) with high probability.
F EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN PROBABILISTIC RANK MODULO M AND BP-MODM COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY
Here we sketch how probabilistic rank over Z m is equivalent to BP · MOD m P communication complexity: P F.1. Let m > 1 be an integer, let f : {0, 1} n × {0, 1} n → {0, 1}, and let M f be its truth table matrix. Let C ε (f ) be the BP · MOD m P communication complexity of f with error ε, and let ε-rank Z m (M f ) be the ε-probabilistic rank of M f over Z m . Then
This proposition is di erent from the one quoted in the introduction (giving constant-factor equivalences between the log of the rank and the communication complexity) because we are assuming a more stringent communication model here. However, the more general model is often taken as the de nition, in which case the probabilistic rank and communication complexity truly coincide.
First, given a distribution of low-rank matrices for M f , it is easy to construct a protocol for f : Alice and Bob publicly randomly sample a matrix from the distribution, which is a product of two matrices A and B. Alice takes the row of A of length r corresponding to her input, Bob takes the column of B of length r corresponding to his, and they then compute the inner product of these two vectors over Z m with log 2 (r + 1) communication in the MOD m P model.
To construct a distribution of matrices from communication protocols, we do a simple modi cation of the BPP ⊕P communication model. In fact, sometimes the literature de nes the BPP ⊕P communication model in this modi ed way [GPW16] . After the public randomness is chosen, Alice and Bob can, along with their c nondeterministic bits, also sum over all possible transcripts of at most c bits between them. For each choice of randomness and nondeterminism there is a unique accepting transcript, so this extra choice does not alter the number of accepting communication patterns. But in this modi ed version, now Alice and Bob do not even have to communicate: they only have to send a single bit indicating whether they would accept or not, given the transcript and the nondeterminism. From such a protocol, it is straightforward to construct a 2 n × 2 2c matrix A representing Alice's protocol and a 2 2c × 2 n matrix B representing Bob, for any given string of public randomness.
G RANDOM SELF-REDUCIBILITY, RIGIDITY, AND PROBABILISTIC RANK
The reduction from rigidity to probabilistic rank works for any (non-adaptive) random self-reducible function [FF93] that makes a small number of oracle calls. Our notion of random self-reducibility is adapted for the communication complexity setting (for example, we do not care about the feasibility of the reduction).
De nition G.1. A function f : {0, 1} n × {0, 1} n → {0, 1} is k-random self-reducible if there are random sampling procedures S 1 , S 2 and a function : {0, 1} k → {0, 1} such that:
(a) S 1 takes x ∈ {0, 1} n and a random string r and outputs x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ {0, 1} n such that for all n-bit strings z, Pr r [x i = z] = 1/2 n for all i, (b) S 2 takes ∈ {0, 1} n and a random string s and outputs 1 , . . . , k ∈ {0, 1} n such that for all n-bit strings z, Pr s [ i = z] = 1/2 n for all i, and (c) f (x, ) = (f (x 1 , 1 ) , . . . , f (x k , k )).
Requirements (a) and (b) in the de nition ensures that each x i and i are uniform random variables; requirement (c) says that we can reconstruct f (x, ) from the values f (x 1 , 1 ) , . . . , f (x k , k ).
T G.2. Let r , n ∈ N and ε ∈ (0, 1), and let f : {0, 1} 2n → {0, 1} be k-random self-reducible. Suppose M f has rank-r rigidity at most ε4 n over K. Then the (kε)-probabilistic rank of M f over K is at most O( kr k ).
P
. Suppose there is an 2 n × r matrix A and r × 2 n matrix B, such that M f and A · B di er in at most ε4 n entries. We construct a distribution of low-rank matrices for M f as follows.
Let P(z 1 , . . . , z k ) be the unique multilinear polynomial over K that represents the function from the random self-reduction for f . Given k rows X 1 , . . . , X k ∈ K r of A, and k columns Y 1 , . . . , Y k ∈ K r of B, de ne a polynomial in 2kr variables: Q(X 1 , . . . , X k , Y 1 , . . . , Y k ) = P ( X 1 , Y 1 , . . . , X k , Y k ).
Treating each term of the form X i [j] · Y i [j] as a variable, Q can be written as a sum of t ≤ kr k total terms. Call the terms m 1 , . . . , m t , each of which are over 2kr variables.
Let r be a random string for S 1 and s be a random string for S 2 . For x ∈ {0, 1} n , let x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ {0, 1} n be the outputs of S 1 (x) with randomness r . We de ne the xth row of a new 2 n × t matrix A r to be For ∈ {0, 1} n , let 1 , . . . , k be the outputs of S 2 (x) with randomness s. Then, for all (x, ) ∈ {0, 1} n × {0, 1} n , the inner product of the xth row of A r and the th column of B s is 
